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To store on new tube:

wrap, overlap and fasten, around
full tube body.

00-222-1222

To hang a new tube simply
Cinch and Pinch™:
1. slide Cinch1 to seam end (H1),
2. pinch tube with seam (H2),
3. hang by Cinch1, cap down.

To keep a tube full:

(b)

H2

(a)

H1

H2

1) fold flat tail of tube at least twice (a);
2) insert Cinch1 in folds (b);
3) wrap, overlap & fasten Cinch1
around the full body of tube (c).

-222-1222

(c)
n Help 800-222-

Full Tube
Partially Used
A full
partially used tube with
Cinch1, stands upright
The fold allows
a full partially
on regular caps!

☛

☛

used tube to be
A Poison Help Cinch1 (C"1ph) hung high and
out of reach of
for “Help Tubes Help” Plan
children.
see www.cinch1.com/ph.html

The US* "Help Tubes Help" Plan.
Save Lives and Health Care Cost
Get more eyes on the
US* National Poison Help Hotline Number.
300+ million people in the US
use toothpaste tubes once or twice a day.
Put a Poison Help Cinch1 (C"1ph)
on every tube to make
1-800-222-1222 as well known as 911.
~WARNING~
Tubes contain toxics.
Every second counts!
Call 911, if victim has collapsed or is not breathing.
Otherwise call

1-800-222-1222

right away.

For Poisoning Emergencies and Up to Date, Free, Confidential, Expert Advice,
Anytime, Anywhere in US*. TDD for hearing impaired and
translators for non-English speaking callers.
*All 50 United States, Puerto Rico, District of Columbia, U.S. Virgin Island, Guam, American
Samoa, and Federated States of Micronesia.

No matter what problems occur from eating, drinking,
touching or breathing anything, the "Poison Help
Hotline" can help you, your kids, elders or pets.
REMAIN CALM AND KNOW: Age & weight of
victim, how they feel (before and after), what was
eaten/contacted/inhaled, how much, your name,
location and phone number.
Then for
• Inhaled: get victim fresh air, you avoid
breathing agent, open doors and windows,
CALL 1-800-222-1222
• Ingested (medicine, chemicals or household
products):
CALL 1-800-222-1222
• Contact - eyes: remove contact lens, flush with
water 15-20 minutes, blink,
CALL 1-800-222-1222
• Contact - skin: remove contaminated clothing,
flush contact area with water 15-20 minutes,
CALL 1-800-222-1222
Cut out and place near phone.

